


click here to watch the episode

https://youtu.be/SCZNB8GaIhA


Match the words with the pictures. 

1. lotus 2. creek 3. puddle 4. belly 5. lake

a. b. c. d. e.



1. Tiddalik loved to play in _______ weather.

2. The three frog friends met on a big _______.

3. Tiny puddles were formed by _______.

4. There was not even a _______ of water left to drink.

5. The giant hippo was resting under a _______.

Complete the sentences. Look at the pictures for clues.



Choose the correct answer

1. Where did Tiddalik meet his friends?

a. by the creek b. by the lake c. by the puddle

2. Who did the frog friends inform about the problem?

a. the rabbit b. the hippo c. the gazelle

3. Who did the hippo and the frog friends see by the lake?

a. Tiddalik b. the rabbit c. the bird



4. Who among the forest dwellers drew a picture to make Tiddalik laugh?

a. the rabbit b. the panda c. the squirrel

5. Who made Tiddalik laugh?

a. the hippo b. the panda c. the rabbit

6. What is the most valuable part of the forest?

a. dwellers b. trees c. water



Identify what is being asked.

According to the 
hippo and the rabbit, 
who needs water in 

the forest?



Read each sentence carefully. Answer TRUE if the sentence is valid, 
FALSE if otherwise. 

_____ 1. The dancing game of the frog friends made them very tired.

_____ 2. The rabbit woke the giant hippo from his deep sleep.

_____ 3. Tiddalik shared the water at the creek. 

_____ 4. Tiddalik’s belly grew larger and larger.

_____ 5. The hippo made Tiddalik laugh.



Arrange the events in the order that they happened in the story. Use 
letters A – E.

1. 2. 3.

4. 5.



1. How do Tiddalik and his friends play?

2. What happened to the water in the lake?

3. Why couldn’t the rabbit take a sip from the creek?

4. What did the forest dwellers do to make Tiddalik give back the water he
filled in his stomach?

5. What happened when Tiddalik started laughing?

Answer the questions in complete sentences.



1. Why do people need to learn the value of sharing?

2. Do you like sharing your stuff with others? Why or why not?

3. Have you ever been selfish about something? Why? 

4. Do you know someone who is greedy or selfish? What can you do to help 
that person realize the bad side of greed or selfishness?

5. What important lesson did you learn from the story? 

Answer the questions in complete sentences.


